READING GROUP GUIDE
1. The story starts off in a heated moment: the store Blair works at gets robbed. If you were
Blair, how would you handle the situation? Would you do the same as her or would you call
the police? Why or why not?
2. Jessica is given the life-changing gift of a multi-million dollar home for her tireless work on
a murder case gone cold. Yet she’s against the idea of accepting because the jealousy of her
fellow police officers is too much to bear and it jeopardizes her career. But do you think there
are deeper reasons as to why Jessica is so opposed to taking ownership of the house? If so,
what are those reasons?
3. When Blair needs someone to talk to, she resorts to dialing random numbers and striking up
a conversation with whoever answers. Why does she find comfort from talking to strangers?
What do you think she gains from this? Is there a connection that can be drawn between her
desire to talk to strangers and the way she feels like a stranger to her own child?
4. Jessica struggles with being abandoned—by her partner in her time of need and by her
colleagues at the station—and this abandonment is made increasingly difficult because she
views the police as her family. Where do her struggles with abandonment stem from? Why is
it so important for her to be part of this fabricated familial unit?
5. Ada explains to Blair how she witnessed Dayly saving a baby pigeon on the side of a highway.
It was small, alone, bleeding, hungry, and dehydrated. Aside from her love for animals, why
do you think Dayly was so compelled to save this pigeon? Do you think that the wounded
baby bird is a metaphor?
6. Jessica is hell-bent on figuring out if she was wrong about Blair’s case all those years ago. But
Blair has since served her time and has been reintroduced into society on parole. Why is
Jessica so focused on figuring out if she made a mistake or not? What difference will it make
at this point in time?
7. Prior to going missing, Dayly was straight-laced and didn’t get into trouble. But then she
decides to communicate with her father—a convict on death row for mass murder. Why do
you feel she’s drawn to have a relationship with him? Does this seem out of character for her?
Do you think she has an ulterior motive?
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8. Blair is in a tough position with Ada, even as she aids their cause. While Jessica feels Ada is
only in it for money, Blair has faith that Ada is helping because she owes her from when they
were in prison. Would you trust Ada in this situation? Why or why not? Do you think she’s
just in it for the money or because she’s repaying her debt to Blair?
9. Blair relies on Jessica to be her inside contact with the police and to help her and Sneak find
Dayly. But Jessica is the one who put Blair behind bars for an act she claims was done in
self-defense. If Jessica was wrong about Blair’s own case, why does Blair think Jessica will be a
reliable source in this investigation? Is it simply out of desperation or something more?
10. Blair often notes how following Sneak’s siren call and investigating the whereabouts of Dayly
is dangerous enough to get everything taken away from her all over again. She refers to it as
“the fall” and “the backwards plunge;” moments in which she edges close enough to danger
that she can visualize her life and her freedom slipping away from her. Why do you think
Blair is inexplicably drawn to this kind of danger? Do you think she fears losing Jamie for
good? If so, why does she still risk helping Sneak even if it means she could lose what’s most
important to her?
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